2020 New Products News
Cut Noise & Exhuast Gas,
With Electric-Motor Drive
Deliver a comfortable working space even in the greenhouse

★ Easy operation
・ You can operate the travel lever by
one hand for going forward, backward,
and turning. Pivot turning is also possible,
demonstrate high driving force in the field.
・ Boom up / down and turning operations
can be performed with a single lever.

★ Work with electricity
・ The machine can be operated for about 2 days
in field work with a full charge of battery.
(Continuous operating time at full charge : 3 to 3.5 hours)
・ It is possible to charge from a household electric outlet.
(Charging time is 12 to 14 hours for full charge.)
★ 3 Safety equipment
① Overload warning device
When the loading capacity exceeds
100 kg, it warns with a buzzer and
a lamp, and the boom stops rising.
② Falling over prevention device
A warning is given by a buzzer and
a lamp when the inclination exceeds
10 °, and the machine stops traveling.
③ Emergency stop button
All the functions stop when pressing
the button.

静穏性

★ Quietness
・ Possible to work comfortably
while listening to music and radio.

L x W x H (mm)

3315×1300×1260

Weight (kg)

755

Floor W x L (mm)

645 x 550

Loading Capacity (kg)

100

Floor Height (mm)

260 - 3500

Outside Moving Range
(mm)

(When the boom is horizontal)

Turning Angle

27 °to right and left

3560

Speed Change
Travel Section

Platform

Dimensions

HE350 Specifications

Speed

Variable change without steps

Forward (km/h)

1.8 (0.9 when the boom is up）

Backward (km/h)

1.8 （0.9 when the boom is up）

Crawler Width x Bearing

180 x 1320 (mm)

Track (mm)

1120

Control System

Individual motors on right and left

*The specifications are subject to change without notice.
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